Reduced BOLD response to periodic visual stimulation.
The blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response to entrained neuronal firing in the human visual cortex and lateral geniculate nuclei was investigated. Periodic checkerboard flashes at a range of frequencies (4-20 Hz) were used to drive the visual cortex neurons into entrained oscillatory firing. This is compared to a checkerboard flashing aperiodically, with the same average number of flashes per unit time. A magnetoencephalography (MEG) measurement was made to confirm that the periodic paradigm elicited entrainment. We found that for frequencies of 10 and 15 Hz, the periodic stimulus gave a smaller BOLD response than for the aperiodic stimulus. Detailed investigation at 15 Hz showed that the aperiodic stimulus gave a similar BOLD increase regardless of the magnitude of jitter (+/-17 ms compared to +/-33 ms), indicating that flashes need to be precise to at least 17 ms to maintain entrainment. This is also evidence that for aperiodic stimuli, the amplitude of the BOLD response ordinarily reflects the total number of flashes per unit time, irrespective of the precise spacing between them, suggesting that entrainment is the main cause of the BOLD reduction in the periodic condition. The results indicate that, during entrainment, there is a reduction in the neuronal metabolic demand. We suggest that because of the selective frequency band of this effect, it could be connected to synchronised reverberations around an internal feedback loop.